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When his son Rowan was diagnosed with autism, Rupert Isaacson was devastated, afraid he might never be
able to talk to his child. THE HORSE BOY is the dramatic and heartwarming tale of that impossible
adventure. He was struck with a crazy idea: you will want to take Rowan to Mongolia, the one place in the
globe where horses and shamanic healing intersected? However when Isaacson, a lifelong horseman, rode
their neighbor's horse with Rowan, Rowan improved immeasurably. This is a deeply shifting, truly one-of-a-
kind story--of a family group willing to go to the ends of the planet earth to help their boy, and of a boy
learning to connect with the world for the first time. In Mongolia, the family found undreamed of
landscapes and people, unbearable setbacks, and improvements beyond their wildest dreams.
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A wonderful and inspiring story I listened to this publication on audiobook go through by the writer and
was enthralled throughout. I work within an equine therapy program, and bought the book to share with
others at the barn who are not into hearing books on audio. I'd highly recommend this reserve to whoever
has an autistic kid/person within their life, or others who may work with people with this disability. That's
where the drug businesses really score big. In fact, I would recommend the reserve to everyone as a way
to raise public awareness about people with disabilities and how we react to them.The huge contribution of
The Horse Boy is in showing how relevant shamanic healing is and how quickly it could work compared to
taking a conventional medical route.Goddess Shift: Females Leading for a ChangeThis can be an
earthshaking reserve. From the publication I got a much greater sense of the challenge and anguish looking
after Rowen created. I wish them good fortune with their equine farm and the work that they are
performing for special requirements people. The genius of this publication is in showing that there is a world
of holistic help out there for those who look for it. You don't have to travel to Mongolia; Its in regards to
a father's journey though the .For many years I have already been occupied in writing my own memoir
about my son, except in cases like this the diagnosis was "schizophrenia." Once I realized, as the author of
this book did, that our family members was on own our own in finding real help for schizophrenia, that's
when it started to obtain interesting and rewarding, should you have an open up mind and are willing to

suspend disbelief. Signs and wonders Rossa Forbes is the author of  Actually, the conventional medicine path
offers failed schizophrenia, and it appears to have done the same for autism. superior to the movie A pal
sent me a link to the trailer of The Equine Boy, but I ended up reading the reserve before I saw the film
(which is designed for instant streaming from Netflix and Amazon Primary). Major Western religions and
western "technology" offers convinced us to reject shaman methods as the naive beliefs systems of
primitive peoples. This is actually the tale of a dad and boy but I believe another fascinating layer is always
to hear even more from Kristen.Isaacson has meticulously documented the changes that his child
experienced almost immediately following each shamanic ceremony. When my very own boy underwent an
assemblage stage change, using quartz crystal wands and heated gemstone lamps, I saw a enduring switch
in him within five minutes to getting up off the table. The movie is a nice complement to the book but the
book is normally so much more total and heart-touching. The magic happened for my son several months
later on. He emerged from his nearly nonverbal shell right into a social young man. The bad news is that
many folks are frightened of the concentrate on the family and prefer to believe that their relative has a
damaged human brain. This is the story of how this conference become a journey halfway across the world
to discover if they could help their son. I experienced the same way about the day plan my twenty year old
son attended. He was uneasy with your day program his boy attended, which he experienced just reinforced
his son's autistic tendencies. I wish more people would think about what these applications are reinforcing
beyond patient behaviour. As the Equine Boy attests to, a loss of life in the family, specifically one which is
tragic and young, has a ripple impact down the generations.It's better to believe in magic. Magic includes a
lot to provide these conditions that medicines and day applications cannot.The perfect book that deserves
an even wider audience. While it is hard to imagine anyone heading to the lengths that the Isaacsons did
with their autistic kid, it certainly gives the reader a different thought process about autism.Hopefully
simply by sharing Rowan's story you will inspire others to think out of the box for methods to help autistic
children. Have read this publication and sent to family in Texas to read. They go straight to the source, and
yes, it's generally found in our complex family members backgrounds. Believing in family members curses is
what shamanism is all about. It a heart-warming memoir. There is a vast mental health market out there

that needs constant feeding. Karmic debts possess a means of accumulating. Restless ancestors have a
means of interfering in the present. Five Stars ExcellentThe author did so many things right. One of my big
criticisms about the "official" insufficient progress in schizophrenia can be that we have been led down the
garden path when it comes to the role of the family history in producing these circumstances. Rupert



Isaacson's boy was identified as having autism Rupert whole world as he knew it transformed. Although I
provide it 5 superstars I do possess one complaint; The journey of the family was a thing that very few
people could perform. It had been very difficult, however they stuck to it. An amazing adventure! A few of
the negative behaviors exhibited could have been conquer as he matured, without having to take a trip to
Mongolia, but it was their choice and they were pleased with the outcome and had some wonderful
experiences along the way. By enough time you browse my review, the story of a father taking his autistic
child to Mongolia to ride horses and check out shamans has been well covered by other reviewers. Must read
for family members with autistic relative Love this story." Shamans doesn't believe in that sort of drug
company non-sense. Inspirational and informative. Essential read for families with autistic family. An
Important Read for Anyone Touched by Autism That is a moving story of a close family within their search
for helping their autistic son.. Review of Horse Boy Well written. Inspiring This book is incredibly inspiring.
In the reserve these were evidently grateful. I could picture what these were going right through with
Rowan. Being truly a mother and grandmother my heart goes out to parents who have these kind of issues
to raise their child. I also have ridden horses all my life and know how they possess helped me through a
few of the roughest situations of my life. It isn't parenting, it's faulty brain chemistry, they system us,
even while prescribing drugs (far too many) which are likely to allow our in accordance with "function.

Autism and schizophrenia, to my thought process, are not medical conditions, although they masquerade as
medical ailments. When my husband, my child and I undertook a shamanic therapy predicated on Zulu
procedures called Family Constellation Therapy, we had been told to just walk away from it, not really
discuss what we had observed, and the magic would happen. The author, Rupert Isaacson did a real provider
to parents of "diagnosed" children of any age group by displaying how beliefs and leaps of faith can
transform outcomes. The reserve also provided a larger contrast of the post-Shamanic Rowen. One got a
feeling from the movie that Rupert and Kristen were very unwilling to say directly that the Shamanic
rituals had been the cause of relief of the most distressing of the autistic shows. It is well written and a
joy to read. The Equine Boy was an excellent read--I couldn't put it down. The Aged Testament of the
Bible is certainly awash in curses,however the modern church steers us to the cheerier areas of our
religion, embarrassed about the quaint method the ancients saw the globe. A gripping travelogue that
consider you on a meaningful pilgrimage to a remote and gorgeous land and to a place which has retained or
regained it's cultural purity. I found this to become a very interesting reserve, as I have an autistic
grandson who's now 14. I would liked to have heard more from the mother of Rowen. My experience with
shamanic practices with my own child have got convinced me that Hermann Hesse was certainly right, that
science is in the stone age compared to historic wisdom. A sequel, please? I chose this reserve to review in
my column in the quarterly produced electronic newsletter: 2eNewsletter, a publication for parents,
teachers, and administrators who have or serve twice remarkable children. This was a good read. This was
an excellent read. there are shamans in every country of the world who've kept up with ancient practices..
Wonderfully written (Isaacson is an writer of travel books) with a wonderful message of acceptance of
thoughts and methods both Western and Non-western.Enjoyed treating son's autism. Its about a father's
journey although autism world. What a Journey! Rupert was a horsemen and wished to share this with his
son, but today would it not be possible. One day while they were out this child Rowan run before him and
duck under a neighbors fence where horses were. Rather than getting stump on one equine, a testy one
named Betsy bent right down to him and they had an instantaneous connection. He looked at night autism
analysis and marvelled at the magic linked to the condition. This is usually a heartfelt story, a tale of a

parents love and devotion with their son. The story held me riveted, but I felt it fell off a bit near the
end. Five Stars Intense story well worth reading.! I personal two hardback copies because I adored this
publication so much I needed to possess a copy to mortgage to friends. This was incredible. I learned many
things in my journey through this tale. Anyone with children.. Special Requirements or not really should read



this incredible true story. I am extremely touched and relocated by this story. An amazing adventure! The
good news is that you could clear this.
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